Matt Barrett serves MediGold as the Vice President, Network Management. With more than 20 years' experience in medical management, provider relations, contracting and network management, he has a firm grasp on the spectrum of care a provider gives and a member receives.

Even as a young child, Matt understood the value of life; it's one of the reasons he became a nurse. Over the years, he made the transition to the business side of health care and landing at MediGold in 2016 was a natural fit for him. "MediGold's focus has always been on each and every member. That compassion is inspiring as I work with my team to offer a robust network of quality providers who care and choose to offer the highest level of value to our members."

Matt and his wife have two adult children and are active in their lives as well as with their church. He also enjoys giving time to MediGold's volunteer initiative Acts to Give Back.

Ever wonder who the world's biggest Billy Joel fan is? It's Matt, who couldn't possibly pick just one song as his favorite golden oldie.
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